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OBJECTIVE

The UK is currently at the centre of the climate crisis, nationally and globally. 
Amid claims that aid should be cut to pay for the impact of extreme weather 
events, this workshop will address: how far do the UK’s responsibilities extend 
and to whom? Can we manage risks to the UK without relinquishing obligations 
to protect the rights of others? How can we deal with the emerging blame game 
between government and the public over action on climate change? And how can 
we advance the debate about the risks of climate change amid such polarised 
positions about its role in recent weather events? 

BACKGROUND 

The ‘Climate Crunch’ project draws on the collective experience, research and 
policy insights of the six ESRC Climate Change Leadership Fellows.

The Fellows’ ESRC research highlights the need to re-examine the ideas of risk, 
responsibility and rights in current policy responses. We need an open and 
honest conversation about the assumptions and trade-offs being made when the 
responsibilities of addressing climate change are assigned. Those assumptions 
include having an understanding of risk and who bears it, and suggests an 
understanding of the rights and reasoning involved in these trade-offs. Our aim 
is to stimulate debate on the dilemmas which need to be addressed if policy and 
society as a whole is to move beyond the climate crunch. 

CLIMATE CRUNCH TEAM

• Harriet Bulkeley, Professor of Geography, Durham University
• Simon Caney, Professor of Political Theory, University of Oxford
• Peter Newell, Professor of International Relations, University of Sussex 
• Nicholas Pidgeon, Professor of Environmental Psychology, Cardiff University
• Elizabeth Shove, Professor of Sociology, Lancaster University
• Karen Turner, Professor of Economics, Heriot Watt University
• Dr Chris Shaw, University of Oxford
• Roger Street, Principal Investigator
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Click for free registration 
for Getting beyond the 
climate crunch.

http://www.lwec.org.uk/people/climate-crunch-group
http://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/getting-beyond-the-climate-crunch-rights-risks-and-responsibilities-tickets-11069072895
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SCHEDULE 

09:00–09:30 Registration and breakfast

09:30–09:45 Opening remarks 

09:45–10:15  Presentation from Fellows and questions

10:15–11:15  Break out discussion groups

11:15–12:00  Plenary discussion of conclusions from breakout sessions

12:00–12:15 Reflections and next steps

12:15–12:30  Summary and closing remarks 

12:30–13.00  Lunch and networking
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